
PS. Have you updated your contact details? Fill out and return the form in this envelope. 

The CEPU is trying to secure a fairer EBA7 – one that protects your security, safety and pay.

After a further six months of talks with Post, your union cannot recommend that you accept management’s draft 
EBA7 based on their refusal to protect these basic rights:

Despite our efforts to encourage Post to change its mind, management refuse to budge on your big concerns. 

Time and again over the last 12 months we’ve seen that Australia Post can’t be trusted with your security, safety and pay. 
This is why we must take action to secure a fair EBA7 for the future.

Enclosed is some information about the union’s main concerns with the current EBA7 offer.  You’ll receive more detail soon about 
the matters in dispute with Australia Post.

Importantly, in the very near future we may need to hold a ballot of all union members to authorise the taking of 
protected industrial action in Post to secure a better EBA offer.  Let us know your thoughts about this.

If you have any questions regarding EBA7 and taking action to secure your EBA7, contact your organiser at your State Branch on 
1800 102 360 or email us at feedback@cepu.asn.au

Yours truly,  

Ed Husic Joan Doyle   
Divisional Secretary, CEPU Secretary Victorian P&T Branch, CEPU

Security Post won’t commit to creating and protecting full-time jobs, or avoid contracting out work

Post won’t ensure your EBA conditions are fully protected

Post wants to keep introducing workplace change fi rst, then consulting later - undermining your job security

Safety Post wants to force you to see Facility Nominated Doctors, shopping around for doctor decisions to rush 
you back to work

Pay Post won’t protect all employees current access to penalty rates

Post wants to change rosters without proper consultation, that could cost you thousands of dollars in lost 
take home pay 

Authorised by Ed Husic, Divisional Secretary, CEPU (Communications Division), 139-155 Queensberry St, Carlton South, VIC 3053
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COMMUNICATIONworkers news
AUGUST 2010VOTE NO!

Federal Union Executive agrees to put document 
out for a vote by members

OUR VICTORIAN BRANCH COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT AND ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING RECOMMEND MEMBERS ‘VOTE NO’

TO AN UNFAIR WORK AGREEMENT

Trying to get a fair EBA 7 has been a long and difficult 
process.  Members are reminded that following a 
vote for protected industrial action in October 2007 
Australia Post committed to paying employees 4% a 
year for 3 years and a final 2% in August 2010 and 
2% in December 2010.  We discovered not long after 
this about their previously undisclosed intentions to 
split jobs and remove penalty rates in Delivery and 
therefore did not sign up to an Agreement that had 
no protection against these changes.
Soon after, the Federal Labor Government was 
elected and ‘WorkChoices’ was replaced with ‘Fair 
Work Australia’ which enabled the union to bargain 
for a greater range of clauses.  
By Christmas 2009 it was clear that Australia Post 
would not move on the important issues, so we again 
voted overwhelmingly for ‘protected industrial action’ 
and this time took action.  Instead of taking advantage 
of this right to take action again after Christmas, 
the Divisional Secretary signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding in March 2010, agreeing to no further 
industrial action while talks progressed.
The talks have achieved some gains:
•	 We have won the right to arbitration and therefore 

the ability to enforce our Agreement.
•	 We have improved the lot of injured workers; 

they will no longer be forced to attend FNDs 
immediately after injury, and Australia Post has 
agreed to negotiate a new OH&S Agreement.

•	 We have protected all our awards and the 
most important Retraining, Redeployment and 
Redundancy (RRR) Agreement.

•	 We have removed junior rates for permanent 
staff.

There are many disappointments in the Draft EBA.  
Organisers will be visiting your workplace soon to 
give you a full briefing and information will be mailed 
to you before you vote on the offer. 

THE PAY-RISES AFTER 2010 ARE AN INSULT 
TO HARD-WORKING POSTAL WORKERS.  
WE ARE BEING OFFERED ONLY A 
GUARANTEED 1% A YEAR IN 2011, 2012 & 
2013.  
There is an offer of a further 1% a year as a bonus 
pay-rise – ½ % if 94% delivery on time is achieved 
and a further ½% a year if mail volumes don’t reduce 
from the previous year.
In reality, this locks our pay-rises at 1 ½ % a year 
when the CPI is about 3% and growing.
There are also several clauses that are less than 
adequate. Here is just one example: 

PENALTY RATES
New starters in Delivery have not had penalty rates 
returned to them. They will advance to the third 
increment of pay once they are off their probationary 
period. This will leave them paid 15% less than 
traditional posties after three years of service. 
Delivery staff with penalty rates are not properly 
protected or ‘grandfathered’ – they will be in danger 
of losing penalty rates on transfer, if they go from 
part-time to full-time or to higher duties.
Other operational staff will be consulted if workplace 
changes are proposed that may have an impact on 
shift penalty rates. This is not adequate protection.
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QUESTIONS 
ABOUT THE 
NEW PAY-ROLL 
SYSTEM

THE UNION HAS ASKED FOR 
ASSURANCES about the change over 
to the new payroll system.  We are 
nervous about the fact that WorkBrain 
and SAP are the same software systems 
that have caused so many problems for 
Queensland Health’s bungled payroll 
system.  

Australia Post have already allocated  
more trial time and are running both 
systems parallel until convinced of the 
new system’s stability.  Here’s hoping.  
One of the benefits of the new system 
we have been told about is that Over-
time Meal Allowances will be able to be 
paid promptly.

FUTURE READY
THERE IS MUCH CHANGE TAKING PLACE	within	
Australia	Post.		It	is	difficult	to	keep	up	with	it	and	difficult	to	know	
what	benefits	it	will	provide.		Here	are	some	of	the	changes	we	
have	been	told	about.

POSTAL SERVICES SUPPORT FUNCTION REVIEW
MANAGEMENT HAS FINISHED A STATE HEAD OFFICE 
SUPPORT REVIEW	that	got	rid	of	60	positions.		Senior	
management	is	now	looking	for	an	equal	reduction	in	support	
positions	nationally	by	December	2010.
The	review	will	include	all	positions	that	are	not	directly	involved	
in	accepting,	transporting,	processing	or	delivering	mail	product.		
The	following	functional	groups	will	be	reviewed:	Address	
Post,	State	Logistics,	National	Project	Teams,	Mail	Contracts	
Administration,	Mail	Centre	management,	Parcel	Processing	and	
Delivery	Management,	Transport	&	Fleet	Management	and	State	
Head	offices.

BUSINESS CENTRES & BULK DOCKS
BUSINESS CENTRES AND BULK DOCK OPERATIONS 
ARE BEING SPLIT between	the	new	Postal	Services	Business	
Unit	(ex-MND)	and	the	Retail	Services	Business	Unit.		The	
following	Business	Centres	are	remaining	with	Retail:	Clayton,	
Dandenong	South,	Fitzroy,	Hallam,	Heatherton,	Geelong,	St	Kilda	
Rd	Central,	Traralgon,	Tullamarine	and	Warrnambool.
The full suite of retail merchandise and agency services will 
continue to be provided for the present.

MOVE on MEMBERS 
at POST LOGISTICS 
KNOXFIELD ‘BLOCKED’
THE PROPAGANDA GOING AROUND 
AUSTRALIA POST	 is	 that	 it	 is	 under	 ‘new	
management’	 committed	 to	 improving	 relations	
between	workers	and	management.		We	really	have	
not	noticed	much	difference.		

On	 31	 May,	 50	 staff	 at	 Post	 Logistics	 Printpack	
in	 Knoxfield	 were	 asked	 to	 resign	 their	 jobs	 with	
Australia	 Post	 and	 sign	 on	 for	 employment	 with	
a	 wholely	 owned	 Australia	 Post	 subsidiary	 –	
Post	 Logistics	 Australasia.	 	 This	 would	 obviously	
disadvantage	these	members	into	the	future.		The	
union	had	previously	been	assured	in	July	2009	that	
these	employees	would	continue	to	be	employed	by	
Australia	Post,	so	we	were	shocked	when	they	were	
given	just	over	2	weeks	to	resign.

After	 protest	 action,	 Australia	 Post	 has	 backed	
down	 and	 has	 now	 seconded	 the	 staff	 to	 PLA	
without	a	change	 in	 their	employment	status.	 	We	
will	continue	to	monitor	the	situation	closely.			

AFTER 30 YEARS OF STRUGGLE BY 
UNIONS,	paid	parental	leave	will	be	introduced	

to	working	women	on	1	January	2011.	

It	is	expected	that	148,000	families	will	qualify	for	the	paid	
parental	leave.	Casual	workers	can	quality	even	if	they	have	

a	break	of	up	to	eight	week.	You	will	have	to	have	worked	
330	hours	or	one	day	a	week	for	at	least	10	of	the	13	months	
before	giving	birth	or	adopting	a	child.	The	new	paid	parental	
leave	will	be	paid	as	18	weeks	at	the	minimum	wage	along	

with	the	existing	13	weeks	leave	paid	by	Australia	Post.		If	we	
ever	make	EBA	7	“now	known	as	Australia	Post	Fair	Work	

Agreement”	this	will	become	14	weeks	leave.
Well done to all in the union movement for making this 

possible.

PAID 
PARENTAL 

LEAVE FOR 
WORKING 

MUMS
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DECIPHA’S GOOD FAITH BARGAINING!
Once again Decipha (another wholely – owned subsidiary of Australia Post) has attempted to short circuit 
the bargaining negotiations with the CEPU by unilaterally increasing wages for all employees whose wages 
and conditions have traditionally been covered by an Enterprise Agreement.  
This time the company will be paying a wage increase of 3% effective from the first pay period after July 1 
2010.  Paying wage increases to circumvent the bargaining process is not new to Decipha.  On the previous 
occasion the company decided to unilaterally increase wages during enterprise agreement negotiations 
they increased wages by 2.25% (famously known as the 20 cent wage increase).
While it may be argued that there has been a slight increase in the generosity of the company on this 
occasion due to union pressure there can be little doubt that Decipha management has scant regard for the 
good faith bargaining principles of the Fair Work Act.  
For members wondering what were the outrageous demands being presented by the CEPU that caused 
Decipha to pay the 3% wage increase.  Well the answer is simple, we were asking for a 4% pay increase in 
the first year of the agreement and for an increase of 3% or CPI (whichever was the highest) in the second 
year of the agreement.
Decipha members are getting organized slowly but surely – 
• they held their first Saturday meeting recently, and  
• decided to ask the Federal union to have a vote for protected industrial action to fight for an improved 

EBA offer on pay, penalty rates and personal leave, 
• they have elected new Health and Safety Reps who commissioned the union’s OH&S Advisor Mark 

Dohrmann to report on the urgent safety problems at Marine Parade.
• they have successfully are agitated for training for their HSRs.
• they are campaigning for ergonomic chairs & foot-rests, proper breaks for screen-based workers, better 

house-keeping including getting unsafe power leads out of the way, better trolleys and secured shelving. 

CEPU WELCOMES SENATE REPORT INTO AUSTRALIA POST
TREATMEANT OF SICK & INJURED WORKERS
The CEPU has welcomed the findings of a special Senate Inquiry into the corporation’s medical practices.
The Inquiry was undertaken by the Senate Environment, Communications and the Arts References Committee 
and its report was tabled in the Senate in late June.
This	 Senate	 Inquiry	 provided	 an	 important	 platform	 for	 the	 CEPU	 to	 highlight	 concerns	 about	Australia	 Post’s	
treatment	of	injured	workers.		The	union	has	campaigned	for	years	to	end	Australia	Post’s	use	of	company	doctors	
to	treat	sick	and	injured	workers.
Because	of	the	Senate	inquiry	–	combined	with	a	more	consultative	Managing	Director	–	Australia	Post	has	said	it	
will	change	the	way	it	manages	workplace	injuries.
Post	has	already	agreed	to	drop	the	linking	of	manager	bonuses	with	lost	time	injuries.
And	through	the	course	of	the	Inquiry	and	our	negotiations	for	a	new	enterprise	agreement,	Post	management	and	
unions	are	trying	to	design	a	new	injury	management	process	that	allows	workers	and	their	family	doctors	a	greater	
say	in	return-to-work	programs.
Australia	Post	has	agreed	that	it	will	not	force	workers	to	company	doctors	in	the	way	it	once	did.	For	the	union	and	
injured	workers,	this	is	a	critical	step	forward.
Additionally,	 Post	 will	 re-negotiate	 workplace	 occupational	 health	 and	 safety	 agreements	 to	 help	 boost	 the	
involvement	of	employees	and	their	unions	in	workplace	safety	–	suggesting	Australia	Post	is	beginning	to	realise	
that	the	commitment	to	safety	is	a	shared	one.
	We	are	encouraged	by	two	findings	of	the	Senate	report:
•	 The	committee’s	strong	recommendation	that	Australia	Post	cease	the	practice	of	using	medical	assessments	

obtained	under	the	Injury	Management	(Early	Intervention)	Policy	for	workers’	compensation	purposes.
	•		 The	need	to	respect	patient	privacy,	by	preventing	the	attendance	of	managers	during	medical	consultations	

(unless	specifically	requested	by	the	employee).
A copy of the report is available from the union office or can be downloaded from (http://aph.gov.au/senate/
committee/eca_ctte/aust_post/report/index.htm)
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CWU NEGOTIATES SIGNIFICANT 
PAYMENT FOR LPO MEMBER
USING THE MEDIATION PROCESS of the 
Melbourne Magistrate’s Court the CWU Vic 
Branch has negotiated a significant payment 
for a CWU member working in a Licensed Post 
Office who had been not been paid correctly for 
the overtime she had worked.  
While	 the	CWU	member	 had	worked	 significantly	
longer	 hours	 than	 the	 ordinary	 hours	 of	 work	
specified	 in	 the	 relevant	 Postal	 Services	 Industry	
Award	she	was	only	paid	at	the	standard	hours’	rate	
for	 the	 additional	 hours,	 contrary	 to	 the	 overtime	
provisions	in	the	Award.	As	well,	hours	worked	on	a	
Saturday	were	paid	at	a	lesser	rate	than	prescribed	
under	the	Award.		The	union	also	ensured	that	the	
member	 was	 paid	 the	 appropriate	 long	 service	
leave	which	had	been	underpaid.

MINIMUM HOURS DECISION 
CONFIRMS AWARD SAFETY NET
MORE THAN 2 MILLION AUSTRALIAN 
CASUAL WORKERS have had their wages 
protected after a decision of Fair Work Australia 
to maintain a minimum three-hour call out in the 
retail sector.
Fair	 Work	 Australia	 rejected	 an	 application	 from	
retail	employers	 to	vary	 the	Modern	Retail	Award	by	
reducing	the	minimum	start.
Unions	 argued	 that	 the	 minimum	 call-out	 was	 an	
essential	 safety	 net	 condition	 to	 ensure	 all	 casual	
workers	were	paid	a	decent	wage.		Losing	a	guarantee	
of	 minimum	 hours	 of	 work	 would	 have	 put	 at	 risk	
the	 income	and	 job	security	of	2.5	million	Australian	
workers	who	are	employed	casually.	
The	union	is	keen	to	hear	from	Australia	Post	and	LPO	
members	who	are	concerned	that	their	shifts	are	less	
than	3	hours.	

BANKS HAVE UNFAIRLY DEDUCTED LARGE EXCEPTION FEES 
Fees	charged	if	you	became	overdrawn,	went	beyond	an	agreed	limit	or	made	a	late	payment)	for	years.	The	
true	cost	might	have	been	a	few	dollars	at	most	on	each	transaction	but	the	banks	have	been	charging	like	
wounded	bulls.	In	2008	alone	the	Reserve	Bank	states	that	these	fees	totalled	$1.2	billion.

Join the class action for the repayment of 
dishonour and late fees. 

No win no fee.  The company underwriting this 
legal challenge will charge 25% share of any 

compensation received.

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST TODAY AT
WWW.FINANCIALREDRESS.COM.AU

YOU HAVE EVERYTHING TO GAIN, AND NOTHING TO LOSE.
MAURICE BLACKBURN LAWYERS ARE THE SOLICITORS 

RUNNING THE ACTION AGAINST 12 BANKS.
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COMCARE HAS LAUNCHED 
FEDERAL COURT 
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST 
AUSTRALIA POST	over 
allegedly unroadworthy postie 
bikes discovered at the Northern 
Territory’s Palmerston Delivery 
Centre after a postal contractor 
was killed in a road crash in 2008.  
The investigation found that 6 of 
the bikes at the Centre including 
the one ridden by the killed worker, 
were unroadworthy and unsafe.  
The maximum civil penalty for a 
breach is $242,000.

The	Comcare	Report	of	Investigation	
into	the	fatality	of	PDO	Ms	Nicole	
Johnson	who	was	fatally	injured	in	
a	motorcycle	collision	with	another	
vehicle	while	completing	her	mail	
delivery	round	on	27	May	2008	has	
finally	been	released.

Ms	Johnson	was	an	employee	of	
the	labour	hire	firm	Adecco,	and	was	
engaged	to	perform	mail	delivery	
duties	by	motorcycle.

On	27	May	2008,	Ms	Johnson	was	
riding	an	Australia	Post	motorcycle	
and	collided	with	a	sedan	that	pulled	
out	from	a	side	street	directly	into	her	
path.	The	driver	of	the	sedan	was	
charged	by	NT	police	and	convicted	
of	the	offence	of	“driving	without	due	
care”	and	fined.

An	investigation	was	conducted	
by	Comcare	into	the	accident.	The	
Comcare	Investigator	determined	the	
likely	cause	of	the	collision	was	driver	
error	on	the	part	of	the	sedan	driver.		
However,	he	found	that	Australia	
Post’s	maintenance	and	inspection	

regime	for	the	motorcycle	provided	
to	Ms	Johnson,	as	well	as	that	
associated	with	five	other	motorcycles	
in	use	at	Palmerston	DC,	failed	to	
ensure	the	safety	and	roadworthiness	
of	the	motorcycles.	The	investigator	
concluded	that	Australia	Post	
breached	its	duty	of	care	under	the	
Commonwealth	OHS	Act	in	that,	
among	other	things,	Australia	Post	
failed	to:

•	 ensure	the	motorcycles	were	
maintained	in	a	safe	and	
roadworthy	state	–	six	of	the	
eleven	motorcycles	found	by	
Comcare	to	be	unroadworthy.	
•	 ensure	compliance	with	
its	own	policy	with	respect	to	
learner	riders.		Ms	Johnson	had	
a	learner’s	permit	and	not	a	full	
motorcycle	licence;

•	 ensure	PDOs	including	
contractors	such	as	Ms	
Johnson,	and	their	managers	
and	supervisors	were	properly	
instructed,	trained	and	supervised	
in	the	performance	of	mandatory	
pre-ride	inspections	of	the	
motorcycle.

The	Investigator	found	that	Australian	
Postal	Corporation	entered	into	an	
“enforceable undertaking to Comcare” 
on	17	December	2007.	This	
document	highlighted	the	necessity	of	
proper	maintenance	and	inspection	
in	ensuring	that	PDO’s	did	not	ride	
“unroadworthy motorcycles …This 
investigation revealed that this did not 
occur.”

A	national	audit	of	almost	100	
CT110’s	in	6	states	found	that	27%	

of	motorcycles	had	tyres	that	were	
under	inflated.	It	also	found	that	
“repair	and	removal	from	service”	
practices	(tagging	out)	were	not	
always	documented	to	the	required	
standard.	

The	lesson	for	posties	is	that	an	
unsafe	or	unroadworthy	motorcycle	
poses	a	demonstrable	and	inherent	
risk	to	health	and	safety	and	that	they	
should	take	their	daily	motorcycle	
checks	seriously	and	complete	the	
paper	work	properly taking the time 
necessary to do this carefully. 
Any	safety	issue	with	the	motorcycle	
should	be	documented	and	notified	
and	if	necessary	the	motorcycle	
should	be	tagged	out.	

Don’t	put	your	life	at	risk,	and	don’t 
feel pressured into rushing safety 
procedures	that	are	there	for	your	
protection.

On 3 June 2010, Comcare 
commenced legal civil proceedings 
in the Federal Court alleging that 
Australia Post breached its duties 
under the Commonwealth OHS 
Act to protect its workers and 
contractors, by not maintaining 
roadworthy and safe bikes.  The 
matter is still before the Court.

POSTIE DEAD - COMCARE COURT ACTION 
OVER ALLEGED UNSAFE POSTIE BIKES

PUT THE LIBERALS LAST
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DELIVERY 

MOTORCYCLE MBD TRIALS CONTINUE IN NSW, QLD 
AND VICTORIA
WITH THE MULTIPLE BUNDLE DELIVERY (MBD) TRIAL CONTINUING in New South Wales, Queensland 
and just finished in Victoria the CEPU consultant ergonomists have undertaken evaluations at the 
Seaford and Mt Waverley Delivery Centres in Victoria, and the Heathwood Delivery Facility and the 
Archerfield Equipment Depot site in Queensland.
Our	consultant	ergonomists	have	expressed	their	appreciation	at	the	co-operation	they	have	received	from	
posties	participating	in	the	trial.		They	commented	on	the	quality	of	the	information	provided	in	the	interviews	
they	have	conducted	at	each	site	and	willingness	of	posties	to	participate	in	the	interviews	and	the	observations	
they	have	made	of	both	the	indoor	and	outdoor	component	of	the	work.
So	far	28	posties	have	been	interviewed	in	Victoria	and	Queensland.		It	is	anticipated	that	45-50	posties	will	
be	interviewed	by	the	consultants	when	they	have	completed	visits	to	Lakemba	and	Seven	Hills	in	New	South	
Wales.
We	are	confident	that	with	this	number	of	interviews	and	the	inspections	of	the	MBD	work	will	provide	sufficient	
evidence	to	provide	a	comprehensive	report	to	the	Union	on	the	issues	arising	from	the	MBD	trial.		Thus	far	it	
seems	that	it	takes	as	long	to	deliver	the	mail	outside	as	the	time	being	saved	inside.			
In	an	interesting	development	Australia	Post	has	now	decided	to	hire	its	own	external	consultants	to	examine	
multiple	bundle	delivery	issues.
Australia	 Post	 preliminary	 findings	 are	 that	 they	 saved	 6	minutes	 overall	 at	 Seaford	DC	 and	 none	 at	Mt	
Waverley	DC.		
There	are	obvious	OH&S	disadvantages	to	moving	the	consolidation	of	the	mail	from	inside	to	outside	work	–	
for	example,	the	extra	exposure	to	the	weather	and	traffic,	the	extra	neck	bending	with	a	heavy	helmet	on	your	
head.		There	is	also	the	problem	of	maintaining	full-time	jobs	when	5	hours	is	the	maximum	any-one	should	
be	riding	postie	bikes	because	of	the	lack	of	lumbar	support.		

FUTURE	DELIVERY	DESIGN	OR	
FUTURE	DELIVERY	DISASTER
Management in Delivery is still destroying full-time jobs 
‘willy nilly’. The Delivery Business Unit 2010/11 Plans 
(dated April 2010) states:
•	 “All positions will be reviewed upon vacancy, and the 

current workload will be absorbed or may be filled with 
part-time positions.”

•	 “Continue to review opportunities to implement 
dedicated delivery (DODO) rounds.”

• “Continue to review contract delivery options.”

Their	 plans	 are	 working	 so	 poorly	 that	 over-time	 is	 now	
running	 at	 11%,	 and	 many	 posties	 are	 suffering	 from	
fatigue	 and	 injuries.	 However,	 it	 is	 totally	 irresponsible	 to	
be	 introducing	 more	 new	 part-time	 employees	 who	 will	
undermine	 the	 job	 security	 of	 existing	 workers	 while	 the	
work	 on	 offer	 is	 diminishing.	 It	 is	 particularly	 foolish	 to	
employ	part-time	slotters	and	night-sorters	when	their	work	
will	be	diminished	by	sequencing	in	the	near	future.	

Members are urged to resist these proposals during 
consultation. We need to fight for full-time hours for the 
part-time staff who are seeking more permanent hours.
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SUBBIES’ PAY-RISE ON 
OCTOBER 1, 2008

THE LONG AWAITED MONASH 
UNIVERSITY ACCIDENT RESEARCH 
CENTRE (MUARC) REPORT INTO 
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY HAS NOW 
BEEN PROVIDED TO THE UNION.
The	 MUARC	 project	 arises	 from	 an	
undertaking	given	by	Australia	Post	 to	
Comcare	to	conduct	a	study	to	improve	
the	 safety	 of	 motorcycle	 delivery	
operations.	 The	 undertaking	 follows	
an	 investigation	 by	 Comcare	 into	 a	
motorcycle	accident	that	occurred	on	12	
November	2004	at	Bundoora,	Victoria,	
in	which	an	employee	of	Australia	Post	
was	seriously	injured.	

AIM OF MUARC 
PROJECT
The	aim	of	 the	project	was	 to	 identify	
actions	 to	 substantially	 reduce	 risk	 of	
injury	 to	motorcycle	PDOs.	 It	 involved	
a	 wide	 range	 of	 stakeholders	 to	
understand	 the	 role	 of	 management	
and	 organisational	 factors	 as	 well	
as	 specific	 physical,	 procedural	 and	
behavioural	 factors,	 in	 motorcycle	
accident	reduction.

KEY FINDINGS OF 
MUARC PROJECT 
•	 The	 key	 contributory	 factors	 in	

incidents	are	as	follows:
•	 Reading	 and	 riding	 (reported	 to	

be	done	all	the	time	by	17%	of	the	
survey	sample)

•	 Exceeding	the	10km	speed	limit	on	
the	footpath	(reported	to	be	done	all	
the	time	by	14%	of	the	survey/focus	
group	sample)

•	 Overloading	 the	 motorcycle	
(reported	to	be	done	all	the	time	by	
3%	of	the	survey	sample)

•	 Stretching	or	over-reaching	to	get	to	
a	letter	box	(reported	to	be	done	all	
the	time	by	12%	of	the	survey/focus	
group	sample)

•	 Delivering	a	new	or	unfamiliar	route	
without	knowing	about	 the	specific	
hazards	 on	 the	 round	 (reported	 to	
be	done	all	the	time	by	16%	of	the	
survey/focus	group	sample)

•	 Striking	 objects	 with	 the	 pannier	
bags	 and	 losing	 balance	 (focus	
group	sample)

•	 Perceived	 poor	 quality	 tyres,	
especially	on	low	friction	surfaces.	

•	 Hazards	 on	 round,	 including	 other	
road	users,	 low	hanging	branches,	
low	placed	objects.

•	 Attitude	 and	 concentration	 of	

PDO	 on	 the	 day,	 including	 lack	 of	
anticipation.

The fundamental finding from the 
study is that there are many good 
systems and procedures in place but 
the safety culture is not encouraging 
safe working practices.  That is the 
systems and procedures are not 
being used, or not being adequately 
used due to a perceived lack of 
management commitment by some 
employees.  
There are 5 key themes that are 
currently barriers to safety.
These	are:
• Communication – relates	 to	 the	

interactivity	 of	 safety	 issues	 and	
safety	performance	between	PDOs	
and	management

• Time –	 about	 the	 perceived	
inadequacy	of	 time	allocated	to	do	
the	work

• Standardisation and Consistency 
–	 about	 lack	 of	 standardisation	
and	 varying	 adherence	 to	 safety	
procedures	

• Environmental Risk – relates	 to	
control	and	manage	hazards	on	the	
ground

• Equipment Factors –	 about	 the	
perception	 of	 the	 inadequacy	 of	
tyres.	

MUARC 
RECOMMENDATIONS
ON THE BASIS OF THE KEY 
FINDINGS AND THE PERCEIVED 
BARRIERS TO ENHANCED 
SAFETY THE FOLLOWING 
RECOMMENDATIONS WERE 
PRESENTED.
1.	 Introduce	 operational	 counter-

measures	 that	 provide	 more	
effective	 and	 interactive	
communication	structures.

2.	 Establish	 performance	 measures	
to	support	the	ongoing	assessment	
of	safety-related	performance.

3.	 The	 feasibility	 of	 conducting	 a	
program	 designed	 to	 improve	
safety	 culture	 across	 the	
organisation	be	established.

POST’S RESPONSE – 
TWO PARTS
PART 1 –	 Address	 communication	
through	project	 -	Safe	Postie	–	during	
2009/10.	 	 	 The	 Safe	 Postie	 project	
aims	 to	 raise	 awareness	 of	 safety	 in	
workplaces	 and	 on	 the	 road.	 	 There	

are	7	 themes	 in	 the	motorcycle	safety	
program	which	 will	 be	 rolled	 out	 over	
the	year.		Each	theme	covers	a	safety	
topic	 and	 has	 an	 information	 pack.		
The	 themes	 are	 Scanning,	 Hazard	
I.D,	 Blind	 Driveways,	 Roundabouts,	
Intersections,	 Wet	 Weather,	 and	
Defensive	 Riding.	 The	 packs	 include	
DVS	and	are	to	be	used	in	conjunction	
with	 posters,	 two-way	 Team/toolbox	
talks	and	safety	slot	cards.

PART 2 –	Examine	feasibility	of	safety	
culture	improvement	program	by	end	of	
2010.
Some very interesting comments 
in the report attributed to Delivery 
Managers and Team Leaders
•	 AP	does	not	enforce	the	“don’t	read	

and	ride	policy”	and	cannot	afford	to	
add	extra	time	onto	the	round.

•	 An	 extra	 30	 minutes	 per	 round	
would	be	needed	 if	 each	PDO	did	
not	read	and	ride.

•	 Outstations	 can	 be	 difficult	 to	
encourage	safe	working	practices.

•	 OHS	 and	 training	 are	 the	 first	
things	that	go	when	working	under	
pressure.

•	 Haven’t	 got	 the	 resources	 at	 DCs	
to	do	all	the	things	supposed	to	do	
regarding	OHS.

•	 HSRs	could	help	create	more	focus	
on	 safety	 –	 consider	 making	 their	
role	 part-time	 PDO	 and	 part-time	
OHS	role.

SUMMING UP
The key point in the MUARC report 
is that it does not matter how good 
the systems and procedures are if 
the safety culture is not encouraging 
safe working practices.	 In	 this	
respect	 the	 report	makes	 it	 clear	 that	
managerial	and	supervisory	behaviour	
including	 attitudes	 and	 approaches	 to	
safety	and	training	and	the	nature	and	
extent	 of	 interaction	 with	 employees,	
impact	 on	 safety.	 	 Moreover	 unsafe	
behaviours	 are	 encouraged	 by	 poorly	
designed	 equipment	 and	 systems,	
poor	 management	 and	 poor	 working	
environments	 and	 are	 contributory	
factors	to	accidents	in	Australia	Post.
Clearly, the issues raised in the 
report will require a lot further 
discussion between Post and the 
CEPU and its members.  This Branch 
of the union would especially like 
‘the Time’ issue to be investigated 
properly.

LONG AWAITED MUARC REPORT PROVIDED TO UNION
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PROVISION AND 
RE-IMBURSEMENT OF 
GLASSES

WORKWEAR UNIFORM DROP
Members with issues about their uniform are	encouraged	to	raise	this	with	the	State	Branch	so	that	
we	can	forward	these	as	part	of	the	national	uniform	review	process	which	is	kicking	off	soon.		

The	general	consensus	is	that	this	issue	is	even	cheaper	than	the	previous	issue	and	that	we	all	need	jackets!		

The	Bendigo	drivers	have	put	in	these	comments.		

•	 The	new	Polar	fleece	jacket	and	vest	are	nowhere	near	as	warm	as	the	old	ones	
•	 The	deletion	of	the	button	up	shirts	is	also	a	problem	as	drivers	need	the	use	of	the	2	pockets	that	were	

available	in	this	shirt	for	carrying	their	wallet,	glasses,	phone,	pens,	all	of	which	can’t	be	carried	in	trouser	
pockets	because	of	us	sitting	in	trucks	and	vans	a	lot	of	the	time	

•	 The	new	uniform	also	looks	a	lot	dirtier	after	you’ve	worked	around	vehicles	all	day.

DON’T SUFFER IN SILENCE.  
WE WILL ONLY FIX THE PROBLEM IF WE KEEP FIGHTING!

UNION GEAR
UNION CAPS & BEANIES, SHIRTS & JACKETS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE 

UNION OFFICE. 
Headgear costs $5 while other clothing costs $33.  

A free Eureka key-ring is available for the first 10 members who contact the union office 
on 9600 9100 or cdptvic@cepu.asn.au and mention reading this offer in the April News.

It seems that some Australia Post managers are not informing 
employees of the corporation’s policies in relation to eye-
testing and the provision and re-imbursement of spectacles.  
Under Australia Post’s spectacles policy employees are entitled to be provided with and re-
imbursed for spectacles in the following circumstances:
• employees operating Screen-Based Equipment (SBE), letter indexing desks, flat sorting 

machine desks and EPOS terminal to ensure that an employee’s vision is satisfactory for 
the operation of that equipment

• employees requiring prescription safety spectacles as endorsed on their drivers license . 
Where a vision examiner recommends that prescribed spectacles are required for SBE 
operation and are in addition to and different from those needed for normal everyday general 
vision requirements, Australia Post will re-imburse the cost of these spectacles up to specified 
limits.
The current re-imbursement rates for SBE spectacles are as follows:
• Single vision lenses - $80
• Bifocal lenses - $140.
Prescription Safety Glasses are supplied by a preferred supplier. To order prescription 
safety glasses follow the link  - http://postnet/postnet/page/channel/faqs/0%2c%2ca2383231_
b2411611%2c00.html#section2
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HAVE YOUR SAY!
Have your say on pay increases. 

Contact	the	CWU	on	1800	222	609	or	cdptvic@cepu.asn.au

PAY INCREASE FOR MEMBERS WORKING 
FOR LPOs AND CONTRACTORS
FWA DECISION DELIVERS $26 A WEEK PAY INCREASE
(17 JUNE 2010) FAIR WORK AUSTRALIA HAS DELIVERED A $26 A WEEK PAY INCREASE for	members	
working	in	licensed	post	offices	or	as	‘subbies’	or	more	correctly,	employees	of	Australia	Post	contractors	.		
All	full-time	workers	covered	by	the	Postal	Services	Industry	Award	2003	are	entitled	to	a	$26.00	per	week	wage	increase.	
Part-time	workers	are	entitled	to	a	pro-rata	increase	of	$0.69	per	hour	for	each	hour	worked	per	week	(based	on	a	38	hour	
week).	The	increase	represents	a	4.46%	on	the	base	rate	of	pay.	
It	applies	to	workers	in	Licensed	Post	Offices	who	are	not	covered	by	a	certified	agreement	or	an	AWA.	

LPO WAGE RATES FROM 1ST JULY 2010
CLASSIFICATION AWARD RATE HOURLY RATE
 PER WEEK 

Postal services officer  
PSO	trainee	 $608.92	 $16.03
PSO	Level	1	 $628.68	 $16.55
PSO	Level	2	 $664.02	 $17.48
Postal	services	manager	level	1	 $724.06	 $19.06
Postal	services	manager	level	2	 $776.50	 $20.44

Postal delivery officer  
PDO	trainee	 $608.92	 $16.03
PDO	Level	1	 $628.68	 $16.55
PDO	Level	2	 $664.02	 $17.48
PDO	Level	3	 $724.06	 $19.06

ALL FULL-TIME WORKERS COVERED BY THE ROAD TRANSPORT AND DISTRIBUTION AWARD 2010	are	
also	entitled	to	a	$26.00	per	week	wage	increase.	This	applies	to	workers	who	are	driver	‘subbies’	/employees	of	contractors	
to	Australia	Post	who	are	not	covered	by	a	certified	agreement	or	an	AWA.
The	wage	increase	has	effect	from	the	first	pay	period	on	or	after	1	July	2010.
This	increase	in	award	rates	is	important	as	many	members	working	in	this	area	rely	on	increases	in	award	rates	to	achieve	
wage	increases.

TRANSPORT WAGE RATES FROM 1ST JULY 2010
CLASSIFICATION AWARD RATE HOURLY RATE
 PER WEEK 

Transport Worker
Grade	2	 $618.90	 $16.29
Vehicle	up	to	4.5tonnes	 	 Casual	rate	25%
	 	 Extra	=	$20.36
Transport Worker
Grade	3	 $626.60	 $16.49
Forklift	 	 Casual	rate	25%
Driver	–	up	to	13.9	tonnes	 	 Extra	=	$20.61	
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TRANSPORT
SPB CLEARANCE KEY
TRIALS
THERE IS A NEW PROPOSAL TO PREVENT 
DRIVERS from losing clearance keys – we have had 
the D-Shackle, and the SPB key buzzer fitted to the 
dash-board of the Transits.  
Now	drivers	are	having	an	onboard	sensor	detection	system	
where	the	onboard	sensor	‘notices’	the	presence	of	a	‘fob’	attached	to	the	keys.		When	you	alight	with	the	keys	an	
alarm	will	activate	and	only	cease	when	the	keys	are	returned.		This	is	going	to	be	trialed	at	Dandy	Hub.		It	sounds	
as	annoying	as	transport	management!

SAFETY CONCERNS WITH NEW SPBs 
THE CEPU HAS RECEIVED A NUMBER OF COMPLAINTS	from CEPU members in Vic and WA about a 
new type Street Post Box (SPB) that has appeared in their State.  In essence the complaints raise a number 
of health and safety concerns for drivers collecting mail from the new boxes.  These include  problems 
undoing and re-hooking the mail bags, bending and stretching to get to the mechanism to undo and re-hook 
the bags, bumping head on the mechanism that holds the bag in place and the number of pinch points in 
the new design.  
It	seems	that	any	new	SPBs	will	be	based	on	the	new	design.		It	also	seems	that	the	making	of	the	new	SPBs	will	
be	contracted	out	whereas	currently	they	are	made	by	Post	technical	employees.	
Red	faced	over	the	fact	that	the	SPBs	have	been	introduced	without	any	consultation	with	the	union	or	its	members	
Australia	Post	has	now	agreed	to	a	meeting	to	discuss	the	issue.		Members	will	be	kept	advised.

MERCEDES VANS
DESPITE THE FAIR WORK AUSTRALIA DECISION ABOUT THE VANS without side windows in the 
back, we have learnt that there are another 100 ‘windowless’ vans on order for 2011. There is a new tender 
process starting in 2011 with vans from this coming online in 2012.  Management has indicated that we MAY 
get adequate windows in these!  Management is maintaining that it costs $1,600 to retrofit each van, and 
$590 to order it with a window.  
In	the	meantime,	Australia	Post	has	agreed	to	revisit	the	Risk	Assessments	that	were	previously	carried	out	with	
concerned	drivers	to	ask	these	drivers	if	risks	are	still	present	with	the	vehicle	given	the	purpose	for	which	it	is	being	
used.		Please	fill	in	this	questionnaire.
This	Branch	has	 let	 senior	management	know	 that	 if	 any	member	or	member	of	 the	public	 is	maimed	or	 killed	
because	of	this	unacceptable	safety	risk	that	we	will	be	suing	them	and	the	Corporation	for	negligence.

MT WAVERLEY SIX
THE STATE BRANCH ALSO ALLEGED THAT TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT TOOK ADVERSE 
ACTION against six picketers from Mt Waverley Hub.  Some of these drivers had an argument with two 
scabs who were hiding down the local café awaiting vans so they wouldn’t have to cross the picket line. 
Australia post management charged them under the Code of Ethics with failing to show ‘courtesy & respect’ 
to these scabs! 
The	 Inquiry	Officer	 recommended	a	 re-education	program	 for	one	driver	who	was	 found	not	 to	have	committed	
any	breach	at	all,	counselling	for	3	others	and	the	sack	for	2	drivers	including	the	shop-steward.		The	union	applied	
for	a	Federal	Court	 injunction	 to	prevent	Australia	Post	management	 from	acting	on	 this	 recommendation.	 	The	
Delegate’s	recommendation	changed	the	penalty	to	a	counselling	for	both	the	drivers	under	serious	threat.

The	union	is	still	not	happy	with	this	discriminatory	outcome	but	has	decided	to	leave	the	matter	lie	unless	Australia	
Post	ever	seeks	to	rely	on	these	ridiculous	disciplinary	charges.	
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CEPU FEDERAL OFFICE PURSUES ‘ADVERSE ACTION’ 
CLAIMS AGAINST POST

SICK LEAVE AND OVERTIME DURING INDUSTRIAL 
ACTION

These two matters occurred before Xmas during our industrial action period. Australia Post refused 
to pay sick leave where no medical certificate was provided. This occurred even when members 

had credits available. Post also refused to allocate overtime to members who took industrial action. 
We allege that both are adverse action. The matter was not settled in FWA and we have made an 

application to the Federal Magistrates Court for compensation for our members, and penalties. The 
matter is set down for hearing on 26 October in Sydney.

What is ADVERSE ACTION?
ADVERSE ACTION CLAIMS ARE A NEW FEATURE OF THE FAIR WORK ACT.   

It is an offence for an employer or manager to injure employees in their employment, alter their 
position or discriminate between employees because the worker has, or exercises a workplace 

right (e.g. a right to take industrial action.)  There are other offences such as coercion and 
misrepresentation.  Further, if a person such as a HR Manager ‘advises, encourages and incites’ 

someone to take adverse action, that person also faces a personal penalty.  The union is pursuing a 
number of adverse actions in Australia Post seeking compensation and penalties.

OUR WESTERN SUBURBS 
ORGANISER SHIRLEY 

WINTON RECENTLY SPENT 
HER ANNUAL LEAVE 

INVESTIGATING UNIONS IN 
THE PHILIPPINES

Australian delegation of 8 delegates 
were from AMWU, CEPU, CFMEU and 

RTBU.  Other countries’ delegates 
participating in the ISA were from 

Germany, Japan, China, Indonesia, 
Denmark, Canada, Korea.  This was the 
26th International Trade Union Solidarity 
Affair held annually in the Philippines.

International delegates met with 
Philippines trade union officials, activist 

rank and file members; visited and 
spoke with workers in urban and rural 
communities, attended union picket 

lines (including at Toyota and Nestles 
factories where the picket lines have 

been going for several years), learned 
about the working and living conditions 
of Filipino people and work of the KMU, 

the biggest union in the Philippines.  
Delegates met many courageous and 
dedicated union activists tirelessly 

working in a very difficult environment 
for the improvement of wages, working 

conditions and rights of all Filipino 
workers and their families.
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CONTACT 
NUMBERS 

FOR THE 
UNION

Office Numbers 
Ph:	9600	9100

Country:	1800	222	609
Fax:	9600	9133

Email:	
cdptvic@cepu.asn.au

Joan Doyle 
0419	345	134

Secretary	
Delivery	/	PL

John Hogg
Assistant	Secretary	
Currently on leave

Brendan Henley
0400	071	716

Transport	/	Country	Mail	
Centres	

Sithy Marikar
0417	571	992

Retail

Ray Gorman
0438	379	753
Delivery	/	DLC

Ray Richardson
Individual	

members’	concerns
0434	494	849

Shirley Winton
0407	515	841

Western	suburbs	organiser

Cindy Shelley
Recruiter

0407	334	397
Retail	/	Decipha

Val Butler	
is	working	on	
Telstra	issues

Authorised: Joan Doyle, 
Branch Secretary

FLEA REPORT
THE POST OFFICE FLEAS
SOME TIME AGO, WHILST WORKING AS A POSTIE AT THE SOUTH 
MELBOURNE DISASTER CENTRE, I was talking to an old bloke who used to 
hang over the front fence like a broken picket just waiting for the postie to talk to. He 
was complaining about the bureaucrats who worked at the Town Hall. “They are a bit 
like fleas in that you forget about them until they bite. All institutions have fleas,” the 
old bugger said laconically, “Your institution, around the corner, the Post Office, has 
its fleas. They are irritating, and can be fatally so, if allowed to get out of control.” 
A	particularly	nasty	Post	Office	Flea,	Peter	Ritchie,	manager	at	Somerton	Disaster	Centre,	
bit	Gary	Coe,	a	box-sorter	when	he	refused	a	directive	to	stay	behind	to	discuss	a	perceived	
problem	after	his	shift	one	morning.	Gary	explained	that	he	had	arranged	to	meet	a	tradie	
at	his	house	and	couldn’t	stay;	the	incensed	Flea	followed	him	out	to	the	car	park,	banged	
on	the	window	of	his	car,	and	abused	him	as	he	tried	to	drive	away.	As	the	old	bloke	said,	
fleas	can	be	irritating.	This	flea	then	‘coded’	the	unfortunate	box-sorter	but	failed	to	follow	
the	Employee	Counselling	and	Disciplinary	Policy	laid	down	in	the	Australia	Post	EBA.	Paul	
Smith,	the	Area	Manager	decided	to	discuss	the	matter	with	the	employee	himself	but	only	
compounded	matters	when	he	refused	to	allow	Gary	to	have	the	shop	steward	present;	this	
also	broke	the	rules	plainly	laid	out	in	that	magnificent	book.	
In	a	second	case	a	Post	Office	Flea	at	Templestowe	Disaster	Centre,	Tony	Karam,	became	
quite	vicious.	In	January	he	cut	out	1.5	jobs	in	Templestowe	Group,	which	led	to	excessive	
amounts	of	overtime.	Eventually	the	bites	became	too	much	for	eight	people	in	the	group.	
Suffering	from	injury	and	fatigue	they	took	a	stand	on	14th	April:	they	were	not	available	
to	do	‘unreasonable	overtime’.	The	Flea,	already	gorged	with	blood,	became	enraged;	he	
harangued	each	of	them	for	20	-	40	minutes	before	they	could	leave	to	do	their	rounds.	Not	
satisfied	with	that	he	then	accused	them	of	taking	illegal	industrial	action,	‘coded’	them,	and	
docked	their	pay	for	4	hours.
In	the	mid-fifties,	when	I	was	about	eight,	we	had	a	dog,	named	Lonnie,	which	slept	under	
the	house	near	the	gully-trap.	He	was	a	poor	flea-bitten	mutt	that	lived	during	a	time	when	
my	parents	couldn’t	afford	dog	food	never	mind	flea	powder.	My	father	taught	me	how	to	deal	
with	fleas:	the	method	involves	breaking	the	back	of	the	flea	by	squeezing	it	between	the	
fingernails	of	the	middle	finger	and	the	thumb.	

THE RIGHT TO HAVE YOUR SHOP STEWARD PRESENT
‘UNREASONABLE	OVERTIME	CLARIFIED’.
In	both	these	cases	I	see	the	poor	Flea-bitten	workers	as	the	middle	finger	(quite	
appropriate)	and	the	Union	office	as	the	thumb.	Neither	can	break	the	Flea’s	back	
unaided,	but	combine	them	and	let	them	go	into	battle	against	the	Fleas	at	The	Victorian	
Magistrates’Court	and	Fair	Work	Australia	and	you	have	a	formidable	force.	In	FWA	
Commissioner	Foggo	saw	fit	to	apply	a	bit	of	flea	powder:	she	recommended	that	Australia	
Post	remove	the	formal	counsellings	placed	on	the	employees’	files	and	repay	their	docked	
wages.	In	the	Magistrates	Court,	as	a	token	gesture	of	punishment,	Magistrate	Hawkins	
ordered	the	Fleas	to	pay	$2,500	into	the	thumb’s	account	for	Mr	Smith’s	transgressions.
The	general	Flea-bitten	posties	and	box	sorters	at	Somerton	and	Templestowe	are	indebted	
to	the	union	members	who	stood	up	for	their	rights,	and	they	are	especially	indebted	to	
their	shop	stewards	and	deputies.	The	main	job	of	the	shop	steward	is	to	know	the	Australia	
Post	rules	and	regulations	and	all	the	other	Post	Office	rule	books	backwards	and	forwards,	
much	better	than	the	Fleas;	they	have	to	know	these	books	inside	and	out,	including	all	their	
entitlements	no	matter	how	obscure	as	well	as	archaic	entries	that	the	Fleas	have	forgotten.	
This	is	the	way	to	crack	their	backs	-	they	hate	the	rulebooks	being	used	to	punish	them.	
There	is	nothing	sweeter	than	the	sound	of	a	flea’s	back	cracking	as	it	is	belted	with	its	own	
bible.	
Thank you!	to	Simon	Lowe	and	his	deputy	Vages	Karaferis	at	Templestowe.
Thank you!	to	Mick	Walters	and	Gary	Coe	at	Somerton.If	there’s	a	Flea	at	your	Disaster	
Centre	whom	you	think	belongs	on	the ‘Flea File’ below	email	me	at	yarandoo@optusnet.
com.au	and	tell	your	story.

Flea File (alphabetical order): T.Karam, P. Ritchie, P. Smith.

YOU’VE JUST READ THE FIRST ‘FLEA REPORT.’


